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1. INTRODUCTION

Alberta Environment & Parks (the Client or AEP) retained McElhanney Ltd. (McElhanney) to complete a trail
assessment of the Prairie Summit Trail. The trail is located on the north side of Highway 66 approximately 22 km south
of Bragg Creek, Alberta. The purpose of the trail assessment was to characterize the existing conditions and challenges
with the trail, identify conceptual plans to address adverse trail conditions and management challenges, and provide
preliminary cost estimates for the recommended upgrades. The results of the trail assessment, recommendations, and
cost estimates are provided in this report.

1.1.

BACKGROUND

Prairie Mountain Summit Trail is one of the most popular hikes in the Kananaskis region; however, it is an undesignated,
informal trail that has never been intentionally built to withstand high volumes of human use. It continues to grow in
popularly as a destination for hikers, trail runners, mountain biking and equestrian use. The main trail route has sections
that are braided, very steep, and cross highly erodible soils. Near the trailhead, due to other recreational attractions in
the area, parking options are often beyond capacity, with visitors parking on the roadway two abreast.
Prior to this project, several recreation groups approached AEP concerned about the condition of the trail and
expressed a desire to see it formalized and improved. This project is a first step towards the formalization and creation
of a detailed trail plan to upgrade and formalize the Prairie Mountain Summit Trail. The primary concerns with the trail
were:
•

Parking at the trailhead area around the existing Elbow Falls parking lot and along Highway 66;

•

User safety;

•

Trail braiding and associated erosion and vegetation damage; and,

•

User experience.

The trail itself starts on the side of the road across from the popular Elbow Falls Day Use area and follows a south
facing ridge. The bottom ¾ are in the trees with the last section providing beautiful alpine views. Users vary from the
very inexperienced tourist to people training for Everest style expeditions, to the trail runner looking for a quick mountain
workout. The lack of approach (with parking right at the base of the mountain) short drive from Calgary, and the
relatively snow free nature of the trail make it an exceptionally popular destination.

1.2.

OBJECTIVES

The project objectives were to conduct a preliminary assessment of the trail conditions and management challenges
and provide recommendations for upgrades to the trail. Recommendations were to consider all aspects of trail
sustainability with a focus on the following:
•

Determining suitable and preferred activity types for the trail;

•

Creating sustainable trail tread surface through upgrade and/or realignment;

•

Environmental degradation;

•

User experience; and,

•

Cost.
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1.3.

METHODOLOGY

The methodology for the assessment included the following:
•

•

•

Review of the following background information provided by AEP:
o

Trail usage statistics;

o

Prairie Summit Hiking Trail Information & Environmental Review provided by AEP (see Appendix A);

o

LiDAR data;

o

Existing trail lines for the Prairie Summit Trail and adjacent trail networks;

Stakeholder meeting to gather input from the following groups:
o

Alberta Environment & Parks staff;

o

Moose Mountain Bike Trail Society;

o

Alberta Hiking Association;

o

Friends of Kananaskis Country;

o

Greater Bragg Creek Trails Association; and,

Field review of the Prairie Summit Trail on June 27, 2019 including representatives from the above stakeholder
groups.
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2. USAGE PROFILE

2.1.

USER TYPES

Based on the background data provided by AEP from online sources and the stakeholder groups interested in
formalization and upgrade of the Prairie Summit Trail, it is apparent that the trail is primarily used by pedestrian users
(hikers, walkers, trail runner, etc.). Usage statistics provided by AEP that were collected via trail camera from June 28 to
December 6, 2017(excluding missing data October 17 to November 12) are highlighted below in Figure 1. Other user
types on the trail, as shown on the trail counter statistics or as anecdotally reported by stakeholders, include mountain
biking, snowshoeing and backcountry skiing.
Runner
2%

Biker
1%

Hiker
97%

Figure 1. Trail user types by volume (June 28 to December 6, 2017, excluding missing data October 17 to November 12)

Based on trail counter data, this trail is shown to be one of the top 3 most popular trails in Kananaskis Country.
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2.2.

TEMPORAL PATTERNS

Stakeholders and AEP staff reported that the trail is used year-round due to the typically low snow coverage on the trail.
Online sources (www.alltrails.com) also indicate that the trail is typically available for year-round use.
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Figure 2. Trail usage by month. *Months denoted with asterisk (*) are based on partial monthly data

The usage statistics from 2017 indicate that the trail is most heavily used in the summer months (July through
September). The maximum daily users counted was 469 on July 1, 2017 and there were users counted on the trail
every day the trail camera was in service. The data does not cover all winter months; however, it does indicate
significant usage into December (473 hikers, 2 bikers, and 2 mountain bikers).
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2.3.

USER OBJECTIVES

Trail users are motivated to use a specific trail or network for specific reasons and typically seek a specific outcome or
experience from the activity. Understanding these motivations and the desired outcomes of trail users is critical to trail
assessment and design. A trail must meet the expectations and desires of the intended user to provide a positive user
experience. Trails and/or networks that meet the user objectives typically experience less management, sustainability,
and environmental challenges as a result of creating the desired experience.
The Bureau of Land Management in the USA has developed a list of Trail User Objectives (TUOs) that attempt to define
the various motivations for recreational trail users as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Trail User Objectives (source: Bureau of Land Management, 2017)

It is believed by the stakeholders and AEP that the trail popularity is primarily due to its proximity to Calgary, ease of
access, and efficient route to a beautiful alpine vista. Based on the desktop review conducted by AEP and information
provided at the stakeholder meeting, the primary and secondary TUOs for typical Prairie Summit Trail users are
summarized on Table 1.
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Table 1. Trail User Objective Summary

Primary
TUO
Nature

Efficiency

Notes
Users seek an access to an alpine area with
excellent views

User seek a direct and efficient route to reach
the alpine vista destination and enjoy that the
trail is relatively short (3.3 km).

Secondary
TUO

Notes

Challenge

Many users seek the challenge of the
existing steepness of the trail and feel a
sense of accomplishment to complete

Safety/security

The trail is highly used and popular on
websites and social media, making it
attractive to less experienced users
looking for an introductory backcountry
experience as they feel safe by being
surrounded by others.

Exercise

Many users utilize the trail for fitness and
training purposes and use the trail on a
regular basis.

In summary, the typical Prairie Summit Trail user is seeking a short and direct route with an alpine view destination.
They likely choose to use the Prairie Summit Trail over other trails due to its challenge within a relatively safe and
secure setting. The trail provides a backcountry-type experience and destination with only a mid-country level of effort
required to reach the destination.
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3. TRAIL CONDITIONS

A field review was conducted by McElhanney personnel accompanied by AEP and representatives from several of the
stakeholders listed in Section 1.3 on June 27, 2019. The field review comprised documenting the existing conditions
relating to the following areas:
•

Trail tread condition;

•

Trail grade;

•

Trail braiding; and,

•

User experience and safety.

Based on the conditions observed and physical characteristics of the trail alignment, the trail was broken into segments
with similar conditions and/or challenges for purposes of this assessment. The various segments are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Trail segments for assessment
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A description of the overall characteristics of each section and an assessment of the overall trail conditions are provided
in the following sections.

3.1.

PARKING

The current parking situation at the Prairie summit trail is that users park either across the road from the trailhead at
Elbow Falls Parking lot, or along the roadside. Even when the parking lot is nearly empty, users still park on the road
due to the user desire to have the closest parking available. This is indeed ironic, as they are then going to hike up a
mountain, yet it is a frequently observed human behavior.

Photo 1. Roadside parking on a May long weekend

Photo 2. Parking on a busy day at the Elbow Falls
parking lot

The main issues with the parking situation are people filling up the Elbow Falls parking lot and parking on the side of the
road in an area with a 90km/hr speed limit. The parking on the side of the road also results in users leaving directly
from their vehicle and scrambling straight up the road bank, resulting in numerous user created trails through the
landscape.
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3.2.

SEGMENT 1 - TRAIL ACCESS

The Prairie Summit Trail is accessed from Highway 66 via several informal access points to the existing Elbow Valley
trail parallels Highway 66 approximately 10 to 50 horizontal meters upslope. At least 5 well-used and obvious access
points (labeled 1-5 in Figure 5 below) from Highway 66 to the Elbow Valley Trail were observed within 300 m of the
Elbow Falls parking lot entrance. Above the Elbow Valley Trail, at least 3 different access routes (labeled A-C in Figure 5
below) for the Prairie Summit Trail align up the steep slope (approximately 60% natural slope grade) until all access
points join at approximately elevation 1600 m. Table 2 summarizes the trail conditions observed across the multiple
access points within Segment 1 of the trail.

Figure 5. Approximate access routes in Segment 1
Table 2. Segment 1 Trail Conditions Summary

Category

Description

•

Tread generally comprised compact, rocky but well-graded native soils (Photo
3).
Erosion evident on sections >30% grade.
Occasional shallow bedrock outcrops exposed, particularly on steep section
where erosion has occurred (Photo 4).
Trail widths of various access trails generally <2 m.

•
•
•

>45% from start at highway
35-40% for main routes above Elbow Valley Trail
20-30% near end of Segment 1 where most access points join

•
Trail Tread

Trail Grade

•
•
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Category

Description
•

Management

•
•
•

User Experience

User Safety

Environmental

•

Significant braiding: >5 access points from highway and >3 access points
above Elbow Falls Trail (Photo 5).
Occasional braiding around at steep sections (>35%) on individual trails.
No signage of any kind at start of trail or any of the access points.
Difficult to find the correct trail entrance due to lack of signage and multiple
informal access points.
Multiple access points allow for quick and efficient access to the trail from many
parking locations (Elbow Falls parking lot or along Highway 66)

•
•

No information provided to users indicating trail difficulty, length, duration, etc.
Multiple informal access points are not maintained – some very steep and rocky
and have high risk of injury.

•

Erosion of trail tread of multiple access points is transporting sediment
downslope (Photo 4)
Widespread vegetation removal/damage due to multiple informal access points.

•

Photo 3. Typical trail tread conditions

Photo 4. Bedrock outcropping on eastern-most access trail
from Highway 66

Photo 5. One of over five informal access trails from
Highway 66

Photo 6. Trail tread erosion with sediment depositing at
base of slope
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3.3.

SEGMENT 2 – LOWER MOUNTAIN

Segment 2 is generally a portion of the trail that aligns along a treed south-facing ridge crest. This section was primarily
characterized by grades between 10 to 20%.
Table 3. Segment 2 Trail Conditions Summary

Category

Description

Trail Tread

•
•

Tread generally comprised compact, rocky but well-graded native soils.
Tread is cupped for most of this segment resulting in water to run down the trail
for significant lengths and causing erosion (Photo 7 and Photo 8).

Trail Grade

•

10 to 20% on average.

•

Infrequent braiding and/or widening of trail, likely due to high volumes of 2-way
traffic passing (Photo 9).

•
•

One natural clearing offers viewpoint of adjacent mountains.
Gentle grades offer relatively easy travel through this section.

•
•

No trail markers to delineate route, but trail alignment was generally easy to
follow.
Steep slopes to east of trail pose hazard if users go off-trail, especially in winter.

•
•

Trail tread cupping/erosion causing sediment transport down trail.
Off-trail use causing vegetation damage at undeveloped viewpoint (Photo 10).

Management
User Experience
User Safety
Environmental
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Photo 7. Cupped trail with flowing water.

Photo 8. Cupped and eroded trail tread resulting in rocky
tread surface.

Photo 9. Minor trail braiding.

Photo 10. Off-trail use at open viewpoint area resulting in
vegetation disturbance.
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3.4.

SEGMENT 3 – MID-MOUNTAIN

Segment 3 continues to align up a generally treed southeast facing ridge crest with much steeper grades than the rest
of the trail – approximate average of 30 to 35% with pitches up to 45%.
Table 4. Segment 3 Trail Conditions Summary

Category

Description

Trail Tread

•
•
•
•

Tread generally comprised compact, rocky but well-graded native soils.
Frequent exposed rock, especially on steep sections.
Many fall-line sections with no cross-trail drainage (Photo 11).
Trail cupping throughout segment.

Trail Grade

•
•

Average 30-35%.
Several very steep areas up to 45%.

•
•

Frequent braiding and trail widening, generally in very steep sections where
users are trying to reduce the grade to maintain footing (Photo 12 & Photo 9).
Trail up to 15 m wide in widened/braided areas.

•
•

Two natural viewpoint areas in this segment.
Very physically challenging section, both technically and fitness-wise.

•

Several braid lines deviate significantly from the main trail and could result in
users getting confused or lost.
Stakeholders reported that steep slopes get very icy during winter use and
micro-spikes or crampons are required.
There is a 150 m long fall-line section at 45% grade is location of most injured
user incidents according to stakeholders (Photo 13).
Kananaskis public safety stated they have had very few injuries on the trail as a
whole that are reported, however most of their calls relate to users becoming
lost in segment 3 due to the trail braiding and descending off trail into the bowl
to the south west.

Management
User Experience

•
User Safety

•
•

Environmental

•
•

Trail tread cupping/erosion causing sediment transport down trail (Photo 14).
Increased vegetation damage/removal in braided areas.
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Photo 11. Cupped trail with flowing water.

Photo 12. Trail braiding – 15 m wide tread area.

Photo 13. Major trail braiding.

Photo 14. Trail tread erosion and braiding exposing tree
roots.

Braiding was the primary concern for Segment 3. Stakeholders reported that much of the braiding was likely due to
winter use when these upper elevations are snow/ice covered and the main trail becomes compacted ice. According to
the stakeholder input during the field review, users then try to avoid the icy areas by using a fresh line to the side, which
is often off the existing trail. As snow melts into the spring, the compacted icy areas remain in place longer than the
surrounding area so spring users start to braid the trail further. It was also noted during the field review that some of the
pitches were so steep and slippery during wet weather that the team was unable to walk straight up a line and needed
to use the full width of the widened/braided area to maintain traction, particularly going downhill.
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3.5.

SEGMENT 4 - ALPINE

Segment 4 was the treeline to alpine portion of the trail. The grade of the trail decreased significantly from Segment 3
as it generally follows along the crest of the ridge approaching the summit of Prairie Mountain. On the final approach to
the summit, there is a steep drop off to the east side of the trail.
Table 5. Segment 4 Trail Conditions Summary

Category

Description
•

Trail Tread
Trail Grade
Management

User Experience

User Safety

Environmental

•

Tread generally comprised gravel and cobble surface with some sharp rock
(Photo 15).
Some disturbed areas up to 8 m wide (Photo 16), but other areas as narrow as
1 m (Photo 17).

•

Average 15% and consistent on this segment.

•

Occasional widening and/or braiding in open areas where the trail route is not
clearly defined.
Off-trail use is evident in open alpine areas.

•
•
•
•

Excellent views along this segment.
360 view from the summit
Summit rock cairn pile and Canadian flag provide positive user experience
(Photo 18).

•

•

Lack of trail markers and/or poorly defined route could result in difficult
navigation, particularly in poor visibility conditions.
Steep slope to the east of trail could pose a hazard, particularly in winter if a
cornice forms.
Avalanche terrain exists off both side of the trail for winter use.

•

Vegetation damage and trampling in widened areas in sensitive alpine area.

•

The lack of route definition in the alpine was the major issue observed in this area which was resulting in widening and
braiding of the trail route and unnecessary damage to alpine vegetation. The segment was otherwise had reasonable
grades and a durable trail tread and provided a great user experience due to the mountain views along the ridge and at
the summit of Prairie Mountain.
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Photo 15. Rocky trail tread typical for Segment 4.

Photo 16. Trail widening and braiding – up to 8 m wide.

Photo 17. Section of narrower (1 m wide) trail tread.

Photo 18. Prairie Mountain Summit.
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4. TRAIL MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
Trail Management Objectives (TMOs) are documentation of the intended purpose and management strategies for a trail
and provide the overall decision-making framework for assessment, management, and design as described in AEP’s draft
Exceptional Trails manual (2018). TMOs are critical to the successful planning, design, management, operation, and
maintenance of any trail and/or network. They are intended to answer the following questions, which provide the basis for
any trail assessment and design:
•

What is the purpose of the trail?

•

What is the intended level of development?

•

What are the intended uses of the trail?

•

What are the physical characteristics of the desired trail?

•

What management strategies will be implemented?

Further to the above, TMO documents also specify the physical design criteria for a trail, such as the tread width, surfacing
type, grades, turning radii, clearing width, etc., based on the desired management objectives and uses.
A draft TMO form for the Prairie Summit Trail is attached to this report in Appendix B. The following sections provide
clarification and details regarding some of the items provided on the TMO.
Trail Type
On the TMO, the trail is classified as a summer-primary trail that is also used in the winter. While the reconstructed trail
will better accommodate winter use, there is no perfect way to design an unmaintained trail for compacted snow and ice.
For this reason it is recommended that for winter use a strong education component is implemented though signage and
web based to use appropriate winter equipment and have adequate training for backcountry winter activities in the
mountains.
Activity Types
The Prairie Summit Trail is currently a hiking-primary trail and the proposed upgrades are also intended to be optimized
for pedestrian users (hiking, trail running, etc.). It is understood based on stakeholder input and trail camera statistics
provided by AEP that other users infrequently use the trail (e.g. less than 1% of total users), such as mountain bikers and
equestrian users. Given the steep trail, high use by pedestrians, and recommended upgrades discussed later in this
report, the trail is not expected to be suitable for equestrian users and therefore equestrian use is not recommended.
There was a strong desire by the stakeholders to provide an alpine mountain biking opportunity in this area given limited
access in other areas. It is understood that users currently use the trail as an out-and-back adventure ride that requires
pushing/carrying their bike to the summit before riding down. Some users also create a loop with the Prairie Creek Trail
which starts further north from the Prairie Mountain Summit. Based on the assessment of the Prairie Summit Trail only,
there did not appear to be negative impacts from the limited mountain bike use on the trail; however, the trail would only
be suitable for expert mountain bikers only. The Prairie Creek Trail also was not assessed as part of this scope of work
and if mountain biking is to be encouraged and designed in this area, a detailed trail assessment should be completed
on this trail to determine if it is suitable for the intended use. Furthermore, the upgrades proposed later in this report would
not be suitable for mountain bike use. As outlined in Figure 3, Trail User Objectives, for this type of trail where efficiency,
destination, fitness, and challenge are the main motivators for pedestrians, they want a short, direct, and challenging trail.
To provide a successful mountain bike climbing trail is contrary to these main motivations, as to achieve a climbable grade
it lengthens the distance to the destination and reduces the challenge of the trail. To achieve the desired grade,
switchbacks would be required. These switchbacks would have to enter either avalanche terrain or thicker east facing
forest that would retain more snow and moisture and reduce the quality of the winter hiking experience. Given how steep
the cross slope is in the area where the switchbacks would be located, the entrance and exit of the switchbacks would be
stacked very close on top of each other and it is anticipated that hikers would shortcut these switchbacks. Also, the sheer
busyness of the trail would probably lead to a negative experience for both the mountain bikers and hikers, as they are
passing each other at different speeds. For these reasons, the TMO recommends that mountain biking use should be
discouraged (but not prohibited) on the Prairie Summit Trail.
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5. DISCUSSION & RECOMMENDATIONS

The Prairie Summit Trail is an extremely popular and highly used trail that provides a direct and efficient route to a
beautiful alpine vista. The popularity and usage of the trail appear to be due to the experience the trail provides and the
alignment of that experience with the TUOs. The root cause of many of the trail condition and managerial challenges
described by AEP and the stakeholders that are documented in Section 4 are likely due to the informal development of
the trail and lack of proper design, maintenance, user education, and enforcement to date. Formalization of the Prairie
Summit Trail will require a holistic approach to trail operation, including upgrades to some sections, ongoing
maintenance, user education, and active management by the trail operator and stakeholder groups. Solutions must
consider the TUOs and TMOs and should attempt to find an attainable balance between providing an exceptional user
experience and maintaining trail sustainability.
Based on the trail assessment and stakeholder/Client input, the key issues to be addressed are:
•

Trailhead access consolidation;

•

Trailhead parking;

•

Trail Braiding;

•

User safety, particularly during winter/spring use; and,

•

Trail condition sustainability.

The following sections provide commentary and conceptual recommendations for upgrades to the Prairie Summit Trail
based on the stakeholder and Client input and the conditions observed during the field assessment.

5.1.

PARKING

With the acknowledgment that both the parking area and the trail alignment do not meet the current needs, AEP is
presented with an opportunity to place the trailhead and parking lot together. The purpose being to draw users to the
designed areas to reduce trail braiding and parking on the highway shoulder. Figure 6 shows the current Elbow Falls
parking lot, the existing trails and various potential parking improvements. These improvements are outlined in Tables
6-9 below. Further detailed parking concepts can be found in the appendix.

Speed Reduction
Trail users are currently exposed to fast moving traffic. Users either have to cross the highway with a speed limit of
90km/hr, or they are parking on the side of this highway. Stakeholder feedback expressed concern about users parking
and mingling on a road with such a high speed limit. It has been suggested that a speed reduction be implemented at 4
locations along the highway, such as Station Flats Public PRA, Fullerton/Allen Bill Pond PRA’s, the entrance to Little
Elbow and Elbow Falls/ Prairie Summit Trail. This would need to involve traffic calming strategies so that users do not
just “blow by” a speed reduction sign and hit a pedestrian.
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Figure 6. Potential parking modifications
Table 6. Parking Option 1

Parking Concept 1

Improve / Expand existing Elbow Falls parking area

Details

This is illustrated in 5 concept figures found in the appendix, to show how removing the tree
island and modifying the keyhole parking area can increase the number of parking stalls
available. Another possibility is to expand the northwest corner of the parking lot to add
more stalls.

Trail Implications

An attractive collector trail will be required from the parking lot to the desired trailhead
(which would be best suited near the northeast existing trail). Part of this collector trail will
need to be located in the road Right Of Way (ROW), and the trail will have to cross the
highway.

Pros

•
•

Minimal new footprint associated with parking area.
Shared parking area with Elbow falls, means shared bathroom facilities and snow
removal.

•

Any users parking in the parking lot or the south side of the road will have to cross
the road in an 90km/hr section of hwy.
Because the parking lot exit does not line up with a desired trail entrance (either to
the East or West of the initial knoll across from the parking lot) it is expected users
will still take their own desire line straight up this knoll to access the trail as quickly
as possible. This will result in ongoing trail braiding in this area.
Users will still park on the highway shoulder to be closer to the trail
Users parking on the side of the highway will be likely to shortcut from their vehicle
onto the trail, thereby creating new trail alignments

•
Cons
•
•
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Table 7. Parking Option 2

Parking Concept 2

Move the Winter Gate Farther West

Details

By moving the winter gate farther west, parking at the Beaver Flats pull out and the
Powderface trail parking area would be allowed for winter use parking (see Figure 6). This
would benefit winter use by including more stalls (which are already constructed), and by
decreasing roadside parking at the base of the steep hill leading to Elbow Falls Parking lot,
where the hill becomes slippery in the winter.

Trail Implications

Users would now be overall dispersed between 3 existing parking areas, the Elbow Falls
parking lot, Beaver Flats, and Powderface. The same collector trail described above in
Parking Concept 1 will be required, as will a collector trail from the parking areas to the
west. This option would make upgrading the West entrance to the trail the preferred route to
upgrade.

Pros

Cons

Same pros as Parking Concept 1 as well as;
• Additional winter parking available.
• More parking stalls available for winter use with only capital cost being that of
moving the gate.
• Parking moved away from the base of a highway hill which can become slippery in
the winter.
Same as Parking Concept 1 as well as;
• Two collector trails would be required
• Cost of additional winter maintenance of road and parking surface area

Table 8. Parking Option 3

Parking Concept 3

Create a new parking area on the North side of the road

Details

On the north side of the road there exists a flat area shown in the contours in Figure 6. This
area appears to be of suitable size for a parking lot. It would require a new access road,
which might involve crossing a drainage and adding a highway turn lane.

Trail Implications

Users would be drawn to the new parking area because it would now be the closest spot to
park to the trailhead. The new trail would leave directly from the parking lot and join the old
trail above trail segment 1, thereby completely avoiding all of the trail issues associated with
this trail segment.

Pros

•
•
•
•

Parking lot and trail head located together in a logical location.
Trail braiding desires virtually eliminated.
Pedestrians not required to cross the highway.
The Elbow Falls parking lot would only be used for Falls visitors.

Cons

•
•
•

Cost of constructing a new parking lot.
Cost of maintain a new parking lot.
Additional environmental footprint of new parking lot.
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Table 9. Parking Option 4

Parking Concept 4
Details

Create a new parking area on the North side of the road in a disturbed area
On the north side of the road approximately 505 m directly east of the proposed parking
concept #3 there exists a previously disturbed location as shown in figure 7. This location
has been suggested as a suitable new parking location. It would require a new access road,
and perhaps adding a highway turn lane.
At the time of writing of this conceptual report we do not think very many users will use this
parking lot as it is too far away. From this parking lot users would join the existing Elbow
Valley trail and hike approximately 800m until they actually start to climb. It will be hard to
convince the returning users to add 800m to a hike that was only 3.3 kms one way before.

Trail Implications

A similar situation exists at Heart Creek, where many users park on the shoulder of the
highway despite the no parking signs, the boulders, and a very well-constructed and
maintained parking lot nearby. In the case of Heart Creek, the short cut is about 420m
shorter (see figure 8). At Prairie Summit trail the short cut would be about 700m shorter if
users parked on the shoulder of the road vs at parking concept 4.
The resulting trail alignment will also counter the user psychology of wanting a steep, direct
route to the summit, as the Elbow Valley Trail essentially parallels the highway. Alternatively
a new trail could be constructed to steadily climb from parking lot #4, however such a climb
will cross 2 creeks, extremely steep side slopes, and more importantly would be in heavily
treed east facing slopes which will hold more snow and moisture, thereby reducing the all
season nature of the existing hike.

Pros

•
•

Pedestrians not required to cross the highway.
Existing disturbed area

Cons

•
•
•
•

Cost of constructing a new parking lot.
Cost of maintain a new parking lot.
Long approach trail.
Many users will still park on the side of the road and short cut up.

Figure 7. Potential parking concept #4
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Figure 8. Heart Creek parking lot showing how users still park on the side of the highway to save 420m of hiking.

Overall recommendation
The recommended option at this point is a version of parking option 1. Option 3 is the ideal parking solution as it would
actually solve the on highway parking and associated trail braiding, however currently the cost and environmental
impact associated with it are viewed as very high. Option 2 is not recommended as users would likely still shortcut up
the steep slope across from the Elbow Falls parking area, and it does not solve summer parking issues. Option 4 is not
recommended as it is too far away.
Further parking specific study beyond the scope of this concept trail project is recommended to resolve the parking
issues, speed reduction, and to determine the required number of parking stalls.

5.2.

TMO AND USER TYPES

Stakeholders expressed a strong desire to provide an alpine mountain biking opportunity in the area and a connection
to the adjacent Moose Mountain Trail Network. While the terrific alpine terrain, connectivity to potential loop trails, and
proximity to existing mountain bike trails certainly provide a solid opportunity for mountain biking, challenges around
managing the current and future high pedestrian use and conflict between TMOs and TUOs of the mountain bike users
versus the pedestrian will likely pose significant challenges to incorporate mountain biking on the existing trail.
Furthermore, the Prairie Creek Trail proposed for use as a mountain bike loop descent option by stakeholders may not
be a sustainable alignment with increased usage.
Further study is recommended to assess the feasibility of an alternative route other than the Prairie Summit Trail to
provide alpine mountain bike opportunities on Prairie Mountain. The further study should include:
•

Further stakeholder and public consultation to define the TUOs and TMOs;

•

Trail assessment of any other existing trails and routes in the area for suitability for the intended use in line with
the TUOs and TMOs defined by stakeholder and public input; and,
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•

Review of the recommendations provided in this report based on the new information gathered.

If, through consultation, it is found that mountain bike access to the alpine of Prairie Mountain is found to be a desire
held by many users, a completely alternative trail connecting from the existing Husky Rd trails to the alpine may be a
better option.

5.3.

ICE & USER EDUCATION

Prairie Summit Trail sees significant use in the winter, consequently each snowfall that does not blow off is compacted
with foot traffic and the freeze thaw cycles turns it to ice. Users with inappropriate footwear then try and avoid the ice
and consequently look for new routes through the woods and widen and braid the trail even further. Short of shoveling
the trail after each snow fall, the ice situation is going to happen. Possible techniques to improve user safety and
decrease trail braiding include;
•
•
•

•
•

5.4.

Information on all websites associated with the trail educating users to bring microspikes/crampons and poles
would allow users to hike on the icy trail surface.
A seasonally placed sign and a photo at the trailhead of what to expect at the midpoint where ice accumulates
the most top could help users to be more prepared.
A webcam (solar powered & satellite transmitting) located on the trail showing the location that is prone to
holding the most ice could help to educate users as to the real time conditions to expect, to allow them to come
more prepared with the appropriate gear. Due to the elevation changes, Calgary may be snow free and warm
and sunny for weeks, yet the Prairie Summit Trail still covered in ice at higher elevation points.
It is anticipated that cable ladders with hand rails or stone steps with a hand rail will be better than stone steps
or a steep trail due to the hand rail.
Signage could be posted asking users to stay on the trail and showing what happens (trail braiding,
environmental destruction, etc) when they leave the trail.

TRAIL UPGRADES

5.4.1. Signage and Markings
Signage and markings are critical to user safety and experience and a significant effort for these items is recommended
for the proposed trail upgrades. Trail signage and markings should include:
•

Trailhead signage that includes wayfinding/route information (e.g. map), trail network description, decision
support, safety guidelines, trail challenge ratings, recommended equipment for summer and winter use, and
other relevant regulatory information;

•

Wayfinding/directional signage at all trail intersections;

•

Trail distance signage at minimum 0.5 km intervals along the length of the trail to help users determine their
fatigue levels for completing the trail and for use in describing location in case of an emergency;

•

Frequent trail alignment markers (e.g. high visibility blazes or similar) in treed areas to clearly delineate the
trail corridor, particularly for winter months when the trail tread may not be visible;

•

Frequent wands, rock cairns, or other similar markers along the trail corridor in the alpine (Segment 4) to
delineate the trail, show users where the designated trail is, and provide navigational aid in poor weather;

•

Educations and interpretive signage at appropriate locations throughout the trails (e.g. summit, viewpoints,
and/or rest nodes);

5.4.2. Segment 1
In conjunction with parking improvements and signage/enforcement, it is recommended that the many trail access
points described in Section 4.1 are consolidated to one main trailhead access point. The location of the trailhead access
should start as near the main parking area as possible given the current usage and parking patterns displayed. If more
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than one parking area is considered (e.g. an overflow area), a second trailhead access point should be considered from
that location to avoid further braiding and informal trail development. All other trail access points should be actively
closed and decommissioned.
Of the existing trail access routes observed, the eastern-most route above the Elbow Valley Trail taken during the trail
assessment appeared suitable for upgrade and development (see Figure 5). The lower access from the highway of this
route should be re-routed to reduce the grades to meet the TMO design criteria. This trailhead and route would be
suitable if the existing Elbow Falls parking lot is considered for the main staging area of the Prairie Summit Trail with the
addition of a cross walk or other crossing means installed across Highway 66.

5.4.3. Segment 2
The trail alignment and conditions observed on Segment 2 were generally in alignment with the both the trail user and
management objectives for the trail. Major repairs and upgrades are not recommended for this section; however, minor
improvements and maintenance are recommended to address the trail tread cupping and associated drainage and
erosion issues observed. The trail prism along this segment should be re-instated to a crowned or cross-sloped
condition to match existing and/or rolling grade dips should be added to remove water from the tread surface at
appropriate intervals to prevent displacement of trail tread materials (approximately every 20 m).

5.4.4. Segment 3
Segment 3 requires significant upgrade to meet both the proposed trail management and user objectives. Two main
ideas for upgrading this section were proposed by AEP and the stakeholders during the field review, which were to reroute the trail to a more sustainable alignment or upgrade the existing trail to reduce braiding and improve the user
experience and safety. A proposed reroute from the Moose Mountain Bike Trail Society (MMBTS) and trail
reconnaissance hike completed during the field review is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Segment 3 Concept Map

Based on the field review, input from stakeholders, and review of LiDAR data for the area, the terrain to the southwest
of the existing Prairie Summit Trail is not suitable for trail development due to avalanche hazard and steep terrain. The
treed slope to the northeast of the existing trail may be suitable for trail development; however, the terrain is extremely
steep with natural grades exceeding 60%. Considering the proposed TMO design criteria, trail width and maximum
grades, it is not feasible to develop the required trail prism and switchbacks on this natural slope with traditional trail
design and construction methodology. The second option considered was to upgrade the existing trail alignment. A
comparison of the pros and cons of each conceptual option are provided on Table 10.
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Table 10. Segment 3 Options Analysis

Existing Alignment
Pros
•
•
•
•

Cons

Steep, direct, and efficient route in-line with the
TUOs.
Alignment on the ridge crest provides a natural
corridor for the trail and generally confines trail
users to the ridge crest.
Generally not considered avalanche terrain by
stakeholders.
Least likely area to hold snowpack for winter use.

•
•
•

Challenging construction to improve existing trail
to desired standards (will require cribbed or rock
staircases, cable ladders, etc.).
Braiding within the existing trail corridor may be
an ongoing challenge to manage, especially for
winter/spring use.

Re-route Alignment
Pros

Cons
•

•
•
•

Reduced grades could make trail more enjoyable
for a wider range or user abilities and types (less
experienced hikers, possibly mountain bikers).
New alignment could be constructed to modern
standards for trail tread sustainability,
environmental impact, drainage, etc.
Existing alignment could be closed,
decommissioned, and rehabilitated.

•

•

•

Expensive and challenging construction of
switchbacks and bench cut trail on extremely
steep natural slopes. Likely to require significant
retaining walls, rock breaking or blasting, etc.
The forest in the proposed re-route area is very
open and if users are seeking a direct and
efficient route to the summit of the mountain,
braiding and short-cutting of switchbacks would
be likely to continue.
Challenging to close and decommission the
existing trail alignment if the proposed re-route
did not align with the TUOs of an efficient and
challenging route up the mountain.
Northeast-facing slope aspect would likely hold
snow longer into spring and may reduce chance
of year-round usability.

In consideration of the TMOs and TUOs described in this report and the options analysis presented above, upgrade of
the existing alignment is considered the most feasible and suitable solution to improve Segment 3. The upgrades in this
segment should:
•

Stabilize the trail tread and improve drainage on fall-line sections of trail to improve durability of the trail;

•

Define the trail tread and designated route, particularly on very steep sections; and,

•

Provide trail tread or other improvements to reduce the user desire to braid the trail for footing reasons.

A number of techniques can be used re-develop the existing trail corridor into a sustainable trail that’s meets the trail
user and management objectives, many of which have been implemented on the recently re-constructed Ha Ling Trail.
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Cable Ladders
Cable ladders can be constructed over steep and unstable terrain as a method to define the trail alignment, provide
improved footing for pedestrian users, and provide hand holds that can help users gain traction during winter months.
Cable ladders involve constructing a deadman or rock anchor system at the top and bottom of the section of trail and
using tensioned steel cables to support a staircase-like structure over the existing native ground surface. They can be
designed for 2-way traffic and can be designed for lengths of trail up to 30m.

Figure 10. Example of a Cable Ladder as constructed on Ha Ling hiking trail in Canmore AB.
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Rock or Wood-Cribbed Steps
Rock or wood-cribbed steps can also be constructed over top of the existing trail tread on steep terrain to achieve the
same outcomes as cable ladders. This methodology has been successfully implemented on the Grouse Grind trail, Ha
Ling Trail, and many others with similar traffic volumes, steep/rocky terrain, and braiding challenges. Rock steps utilize
locally available rock (where available) from the trail or surrounding area to construct steps generally over the existing
trail surface using a series of keystone anchor rocks as support. Although this is technically feasible for this trail, it is
likely that the quantity of rock easily available around the trail will be insufficient for the task. Suitable rock would need to
be flown to site. If the native bedrock is suitable, footholds can be drilled and chiseled into the bedrock like in Figure 12.

Figure 11. Rock steps as constructed on Ha Ling
Figure 12. Rock steps chiseled into bedrock on Ha Ling. The
chain handrail is for support when the ground is slippery due to
rain, snow, or ice.
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Wood-cribbed steps involve importing treated timber to build cribs that can be infilled with locally available rock and/or
soil. The benefit is that smaller rock can be used versus rock steps as the wood cribbing provides anchor for the rocks.
The steps are constructed continuously and anchored at regular intervals using rock or deadman anchors. Depending
on the desired outcome, terrain, and materials available, the wood-crib system can incorporate handrails or ropes for
route delineation and additional traction for users.

Figure 13. Examples of wood-crib steps on the Grouse Grind

5.4.5. Segment 4
Segment 4 of the trail was generally in fair condition and requires few upgrades to meet the trail management and user
objectives. The main problem in this area was unnecessary widening of the trail tread due to the generally undefined
route through the alpine. This area should be delineated with trail markers as described in Section 5.4.1 and the
widened/disturbed areas should be re-habilitated as per recommendations by a qualified professional.
The summit area at the top of Prairie Mountain should be developed into a formal destination and resting area, and
could include amenities like stone or wood benches, interpretive signage, wayfinding signage for connections to other
trails, etc. The limits of the developed summit area should be clearly defined by suitable means to ensure that users
stay on the developed area and minimize disturbance to the alpine ecosystem. Simple techniques like an outline in
native stone and educational signage could be used.

5.4.6. Rest Nodes & Viewpoints
Frequent rest nodes and viewpoints should be incorporated into design to take advantage of the natural view provided
on the trail and to allow for traffic management during high-use periods. Rest nodes can be as simple as widened areas
at natural benches on the trail where users can step to the side, rest, and allow others to pass. Rest nodes should be
included every 250 m to 500 m along the trail given the expected user volumes. Existing natural viewpoints were noted
during the field review at the locations shown in Figure 10. It is recommended that these viewpoints are further cleared,
formalized, and enhanced during trail upgrades and amenities such as benches and signage can be provided to
enhance the visitor experience at these five locations.
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Figure 14. Existing Prairie Summit Trail Viewpoints

5.5.

COST ESTIMATES

Overall cost estimates are based off publicly tendered trail contractor rates. The recently constructed Ha Ling Trail
provides a good estimate of fees. Fees could be reduced though volunteer efforts. Consider the following table to be an
order of magnitude cost estimate, and class D cost estimates will be provided following detailed design.
Table 11. Cost estimates

Item

Amount

Segment 1 Construction

$

35,500

Segment 2 Construction

$

28,000

Segment 3 Construction

$

450,000

Segment 4 Construction

$

19,500

Construction total

$

533,000

Contingency (30%)

$

159,900

Mobilization, demobilization & Living out Allowance (7%)

$

37,310

Engineering Design & Construction Management (10%)

$

53,300

Grand Total

$

783,510
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6. SUMMARY

Based on the meeting McElhanney staff had with key stakeholders and the field and desktop assessment of the trail, we
believe that the existing alignment of the Prairie Summit Trail is generally the preferred alignment. To handle the current
and future levels of use, trail upgrades are required to stop erosion and keep users confined to the trail tread. In places
this will involve features such as stone steps, steps carved into the bedrock, and perhaps cable ladders or a chain
handrail.
Based on the Trail User Objectives of pedestrians achieving the destination with a short, efficient, and challenging hike
to the alpine summit, and the current high levels of use, we think that converting the current trail to a mountain bike
friendly trail will result in trail braiding and user conflict.
Upgrades to the existing Elbow Falls parking lot, a clear collector trail, and trail head signage should reduce the trail
braiding near the highway.
Following review of this report and any further studies or public consultation, the next steps will be to conduct detailed
design of the route which will layout the specific requirements at each location to upgrade the trail tread.
This report has been prepared by McElhanney Ltd. for the benefit of Alberta Environment and Parks. The information
and data contained herein represent McElhanney’s best professional judgment in light of the knowledge and information
available to McElhanney at the time of preparation. Except as required by law, this report and the information and data
contained herein are to be treated as confidential and may be used and relied upon only by the client, its officers, and
employees.
McElhanney Ltd. denies any liability whatsoever to other parties who may obtain access to this report for any injury, loss
or damage suffered by such parties arising from their use of, or reliance upon, this document or any of its contents
without the express written consent of McElhanney and Alberta Environment and Parks.
McElhanney appreciates the opportunity to work with AEP and the stakeholders on this project and we look forward to
working with you for further assignments for upgrade of the Prairie Summit Trail. If you have any questions regarding
the information within, please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned.

Yours Truly,
McELHANNEY LTD.

Tyler Wilkes
Trail Technician
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Trail Technician
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Prairie Mountain Summit Trail
Phase 1 Environmental Review
Overview
•
•
•

Prairie Mountain Summit Trail is in the Montane and Sub-alpine Natural Subregions
The area is unique habitat for wildlife, including of a number of Species at Risk, which will require special
consideration in the design and construction phases of the project.
The existing trails includes rare ecosites, including grasslands, shrublands and disturbance of these should be
limited.

Wildlife
•
•

•

•

The area is located within the Grizzly Bear Recovery Zone, and high value habitat for Grizzly Bears in RSF
models of the area.
A FWMIS report identified that area is known to be inhabited by Grizzly and Black bears and is sensitive for a
multitude of species that use the open forest along the south facing slopes including deer and elk. See
Appendix A for a list of species identified within 6km of the existing trail.
The trailhead overlaps with the Key Wildlife and Biodiversity Zone, which identifies this area as a place of high
biodiversity value and ungulate winter habitat. Best management practices for this area are listed in the Master
Schedule of Standards and Conditions (MSSC), which is used by regulatory bodies to ensure environmental
stewardship in managing dispositions through the Public Lands Formal Disposition Application Process.
Permanent public access in Key Wildlife and Biodiversity Zone is not recommended.
The existing trail overlaps with a Prime Protection Zone in the Kananaskis Integrated Resource Management
Area. The Protection Zone is compatible with non-motorized recreational trails and identifies this area for its
alpine/sub-alpine habitats.

Vegetation
•

•
•

A review of Alberta Conservation and Management Database (ACMIS) rare occurrences indicate the presence
of limber pine, rare moss types, liverwort and lichens. 1 A general survey for Limber Pine will need to be
conducted during the subsequent design phase of the project.
Some of the rare or sensitive vegetation communities along the trail include grassland alpine meadow, rough
fescue, and shrubland. 2
The Trail Summit is in an area identified as critical priority surface water area, recognizing its contribution to
peak flow in the spring/summer season. Significant vegetation disturbance is not recommended in this area.

Aquatics
•

•

Prairie Mountain Summit Trail is between Prairie Creek and Canyon Creek. Both of these creeks are habitat for
Bull Trout and Westslope Cutthroat Trout. Prairie Creek is listed as critical habitat for Westslope Cutthroat
Trout by the Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 3
If the final route selected for the trail avoids the watercourses and riparian area, there will be no adverse effect
to aquatic species or habitat.

Alberta Conservation Information Management System, https://www.albertaparks.ca/albertaparksca/management-landuse/alberta-conservation-information-management-system-acims/search-acims-data/ ; Alberta Whitebark and Limber Pine
Recovery Team. 2014. Alberta Limber Pine Recovery Plan 2014- 2019. Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resrouce
Development, Alberta Species at Risk Recovery Plan No. 35. Edmonton, AB,
https://open.alberta.ca/publications/978146011848
2
Vegetation communities: Grassland, false azalea-grouseberry, big sagebrush, bearberry, bluebunch wheat grass grassland,
rough fescue, and creeping mahonia-white meadowsweet.
3
Fisheries and Oceans Canada, http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/species-especes/sara-lep/map-carte/index-eng.html, retrieved
August 6, 2019.
1
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Historic Resources
•

There are no identified Historic Resource Values in the vicinity of the trail. The closest feature is on Moose
Mountain 1.5 km away from the summit of the trail.

Environmental Review Recommendations
The Project Core team conducted a desktop review of the area and propose the general guidance and
recommendations for the Project.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Under the Recommended Land Use Guidelines for Key Wildlife and Biodiversity Zones, construction activities
should not occur between December 15th and April 30th. 4
Schedule construction during late-summer /early fall to reduce the amount of time between soil disturbance and
revegetation efforts.
Prior to construction within the vicinity of Limber Pine, a qualified professional must survey the proposed trails
and flag/identify all age classes of Limber Pine.
No disturbance (e.g. trimming branches) or removal of Limber Pine will be permitted.
Trail improvements, such as the placement of stones/rocks near Limber Pine roots to create steps, reduce
erosion and improve habitat may be permitted along the proposed trail.
During reclamation and or former trail footprints, no Ribes (Gooseberry, currant) species will be used within the
Limber Pine ranges. This is to prevent the spread of the disease White Pine Blister Rust. 5
In addition, to meet the Environment Canada guidelines for migratory birds 6, tree removal will not occur
between mid-April to mid-August (general nesting period) to reduce the risk of harm to breeding birds. 7

Appendix A: Wildlife Species within 6km of Prairie Mountain Summit Trail
Fish and Wildlife Internet Mapping Tool 8
Species
Badger

Status
Sensitive

Bank Swallow
Barn Swallow

Sensitive
Sensitive

Barred Owl

Sensitive

Comments
Dependent on fluctuating ground
squirrel populations. Badgers
have likely declined on a
provincial scale, but increased at
smaller scales around the
province. Badger burrows provide
a key habitat element for
burrowing owls and swift fox.
A common species that is
declining in Alberta and all
surrounding jurisdictions.
Likely fewer than 2000 breeding
birds in the province. This interior

Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resource Development. 2015. Recommended Land Use Guidelines: Key Wildlife and Biodiversity Zones,
https://open.alberta.ca/dataset/5c6e2826-50ab-4d2a-a673-9d703d6b5c52/resource/d8d1b2e9-3a72-471d-947956db5ee68210/download/keywildlifebiodiversityzones-apr08-2015.pdf
5
Alberta Environment and Parks and Alberta Energy Regulator. 2018. Master Schedule of Standards and Conditions. Edmonton, AB, pg. 164,
https://open.alberta.ca/publications/master-schedule-of-standards-and-conditions
6
https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/avoiding-harm-migratory-birds/reduce-risk-migratory-birds.html
7
Government of Canada. 2019. Internet Content: Guidelines to Reduce Risk to Migratory Birds, https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climatechange/services/avoiding-harm-migratory-birds/general-nesting-periods.html, retrieved August 6, 2019 and Government of Canada. 2019. Internet
Content: Nesting Periods, https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/avoiding-harm-migratory-birds/general-nestingperiods/nesting-periods.html, retrieved August 6, 2019.
8
Alberta Environment and Parks. 2015. Alberta Wild Species Status Search, https://extranet.gov.ab.ca/env/wild-species-status/default.aspx, retrieved
August 6, 2019.
4
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Bobcat

Sensitive

Brown Creeper

Sensitive

Canada Lynx

Sensitive

Common Yellowthroat

Sensitive

Cougar
Fisher

Secure
Sensitive

Great Blue Heron

Sensitive

Grizzly Bear

At Risk

Harlequin Duck

Sensitive

Least Flycatcher

Sensitive
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forest species requires larger
blocks of mature dense woodland.
Forest fragmentation detrimental.
Forest management plans need to
ensure breeding habitat retained.
Perhaps fewer than 1 000
individuals. Harvest of bobcats is
very low, but population is
presumed to be stable.
A mature forest-dependent
species that is vulnerable to forest
fragmentation, and certain forest
management practices.
Cyclic species. Estimated less
than 8 000 individuals at the
bottom of the cycle. Population
has decreased in recent years,
and some concern exists over
habitat loss and fragmentation.
Harvest is now set by quota.
A common, widespread species
with a declining population in
Alberta and surrounding
jurisdictions. Threats to habitat
identified.
Species considered uncommon to
rare. Population status is
unknown, and trends in population
and distribution uncertain. Current
forestry practices may reduce
availability of preferred habitat.
Fisher harvest has declined since
1985.
Overall trend for this species may
be decreasing. Entire Alberta
population dependent on fewer
than 100 known nesting colonies.
Management of these key
habitats and protection from
human disturbance is essential.
Population estimates are currently
underway. Currently sustaining its
population under a very restrictive
sport hunting regime. Greatest
threat is loss and degradation of
wilderness habitats through
resource extraction and
recreational development.
Provincial population estimated at
2 000- 4000 individuals. Habitat
integrity may be threatened by
logging, mining, grazing and
recreational activities. Sitespecific mitigation of disturbances
may be necessary.
Species has been declining in
Alberta and surrounding
jurisdictions. May be threatened
by habitat changes on wintering
range.
35

Northern Pygmy Owl

Sensitive

Olive-Sided Flycatcher
Western Tanager

May be at risk
Sensitive

Western Wood Pewee
Wolverine

May be at risk
May be at risk
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Local populations in boreal forest,
foothills and Rocky Mountains.
Forest management plans need to
ensure breeding habitat
maintained.
Prefers old coniferous and
mixedwood forest; obligate
neotropical migrant. Species may
be vulnerable to habitat loss or
deterioration by various forecast
land uses, mainly timber harvest.
An uncertain provincial estimate
of less than 1000 has been
proposed. Trends in distribution
and population unknown, but
populations may be declining.
Human disturbance and
associated habitat fragmentation
may negatively affect this
secretive animal.
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Prairie Summit Trail Parking Options at the Elbow Falls Parking Area
For all of the options outlined below;
1)
2)
3)
4)

The parking lot is considered to have 2 main areas: an east module and west module.
Slight angles where in the existing parking lot were ignored to simplify the conceptual drawings.
The west module has an existing footprint of ~21.5x115.0m.
The east module has an existing footprint of ~50.0x163.0m. This includes the area covered by the U-turn loop
at the east end.
5) As the exact sizes of the parking lots are not precisely known and may vary, footprint comparisons noted here
are conceptual.
6) The conceptual drawings tried to not exceed the existing footprint and just make more parking usage from the
area.
7) The conceptual drawings show both the trail and the falls as desire lines for visitors once they are on foot.
8) The design is intended to make vehicle flow and parking intuitive and simple.
9) All space is intended to be intentionally designed for to reduce the dead space that people park “creatively” and
clog up the parking lot.
10) Total number of passenger vehicle stalls and RV parking stalls are shown on the figures. Stall sizes and aisles
are consistent with AEP standards for day use areas.
11) The angled parking stall geometry for passenger vehicles were adapted based on angled stall standards from
Canmore but for the much larger 3x8m stall size AEP uses for day use areas.
12) The U-turn loop at the end has been eliminated because based on observations in Kananaskis Country on
busy days they seem fill up with randomly parked cars. The U-turn loop then gets so clogged that RVs can no
longer turn. Consequently these are seen as non-essential and take up a large area for a few awkwardly stored
cars.
Further details about each option are outlined below;
Option 1
•
•
•
•

West module matches existing footprint.
Stalls closest to highway would be easier to park in for outgoing traffic so may create awkward parks for people
trying to pull into those stalls as they enter the parking lot. They could be angled the other way, as an
alternative.
Nice flow for RVs for pull through parking.
Enough left over space on the east module to have a ped path in front of the stalls closest to the highway.

Option 2
•
•
•

West module is about 0.2m wider than currently.
Shows how stall count drops by going to 45-degree stalls toward river.
Does widen the excess space for the ped path which could split into paths in front of stalls on both sides of
parking lot.

Option 3
•
•
•

West module is about 0.8m wider than currently.
This option shows how pedestrian flow could be improved.
Showing a sidewalk with square curb around the turning loop gives a really obvious cue of “no parking” so
people can’t drive off the pavement to park. It also provides a place to attach “no parking signs”. It defines the
pedestrian flow towards the falls.

Options 4 and 5
•
•
•

West module is about 2.5m wider than currently.
Very similar to each other except for the pedestrian paths in the east module. There is a 2.0m ped path on
Option 4 versus using all the space and going with 3.2m ped path in Option 5.
These options have the highest number of stalls.
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